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NHS induction recognizes new members

Subiaco Abbey and
Subiaco Academy are,
technically, two separate
entities. However, the relationship between the two
is that of a father and son.
While at Subiaco Academy,
students share a deep connection with the Benedictine
monks of the abbey. Without the monastery, Subiaco
Academy would not be as
precious and polished of a
jewel as it is today.
Benedictine monks have
been a key component of
Subiaco Academy since its
founding in 1887. For many
years, the faculty was strictly composed of Benedictine
monks, and the abbey began
a program within the academy to prepare students for
the monastic life.
Several current monkteachers, such as Fr. Mark
Stengel, participated in the
program. However, as time
transpired, the school

and abbey were forced to
refashion their relationship.
Lay men and women from
around the community
have become more affiliated
with the academy. Benedictine influence, though,
still reigns supreme over
the academy and retains the
tight, prosperous bond between monks and students.
Although not as plentiful
as a few decades ago, monk
teachers bring an entirely
new approach to education.
With a blend of education
and Benedictine values,
monk teachers indoctrinate
lessons that are non-existent within the conventional classroom. Often,
monk-teachers "tell it like it
is,"bypassing the political
correctness and petty staleness of public school education. Monks add a special
flavor to education, preparing students for more than
trivial knowledge. They not

STAFF

only teach students material
but also to utilize know Iedge and combat ignorance.
Br. Joseph Heath displays
a prime example of a monkteacher approach to education. As a history teacher,
Br. Joe challenges students
to dissect and deliberate
upon the curriculum, as
well as the moral issues pertaining to the lesson, instead
of accepting history as mere
fact. Students develop a
perspective of the material
and how they wi ll comprehend lessons away from the
Academy.
Benedictine influence
over the academy soars past
the classroom as well. The
Rule of St. Benedict, the
chief guideline to Benedictine living, is related to each
student and packs va luable
life lessons withjn its context. While some concepts
of the Rule of St. Benedict
seem outdated, such as in

Chapter 30, "With regard to
boys and adolescents ... let
them be subjected to severe
fasts or brought to terms
by harsh beatings, that they
may be cured," others set
moral guidelines that students can follow.
The Rule teaches priceless life lessons. Chapter 7
states "By that descent and
ascent we must surely understand nothing else than
this, that we descend by
self-exaltation and ascend
by humility." Students hold
dear the lessons taught to
them by the Benedicts and,
like a father, the abbeywith its Rules - raises them
to be productive, moral
citizens and Christians.
Wherever I travel in life,
I hope to "ascend by humility" - a rare occurrence in
our culture based on selfexaltation. However, a little
humility nlwnys goes a long
way.

A Different Picture
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by Keith Moore
Twenty-eight students
were inducted into the National Honors Society Nov.
20. New members include
Hunter Brendel (12), Josh
Dunham (12), Paul Green

(12), Sak Lee (12), Joshua
Reeves {12), William Kem
(12), Reggie Hovas (12), Ji

Young Ahn(11), Andy Chen
(11), Sam Gulutzo (11), Alec
Harter (11), Clay Hoyt (11),
Fred Jones (11), Dale Moore

New and current members of the National Honors Society stand
onstnge to recite the NHS pledge during the induction ceremony.

Spotlight on Student
Andrew Yuk
Andrew
Yuk, a fouryear senjor
from South
Korea, was
chosen
as
Andrew Yuk, the recipient
of the Martin Schriver Award for the
first quarter.
This award is given to
one student for each quarter.
The award is based on attitude and being a model for
other students.
Yuk is a proctor on the
second floor, has been on

honor roll for all 4 years, and
is a tutor in study halls. He
is also a parliamentarian on
the executive council, and is
the senior class treasurer.
"Yuk is a great tutor. He
helps me with my algebra
and also my college applications," said Jin Lee (10).
Chris Trashier (10) said,
"Andrew Yuk is a great
proctor. He is both a leader
and a friend. He takes his
responsibilities
seriously,
yet he is still very easy to
get along with. He makes
dorm life more enjoyable as
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Hunter Brendel
Buck Butler
Dylan Veron
Michael Bush
Keith Moore
f,. Hueh Assenmacher
Harrison Kim

liohin Lee

(11), Bill Morton (11), Emils
Rigano {11), John-Rex Spivey (11), Joon Hee Won (11),
Catha! Gilmore (10), Tommy Higson (10), C.J. Kiernan (10), Danny White (10),
Chris Trachier (10), Nick
Powell (10), Michael Kasbarian (10), Stephen Liuzza
(10), and Elliot Tobin (10).
NHS is a scholarly program for students with at
least a solid B average who
also show leadership, service, and respect towards
teachers and fellow students.
The program recognizes

students who are of service
to those in need, provide
leadership, and guide fellow
classmates to attain goals.
Two senior members of
the NHS, Buck Butler and
Harrison Kim, were selected as candidates for a
scholarship. If either wins
at the state level, he will receive $1500 for first place
and the chance at a regional
NHS sholarship worth another $1500. The regional
winner then has a chance
to compete for the national
scholarship worth $10,000.

Angel Tree funds
raised for needy
As participants m the
Angel Tree program, SubiAcademy
collected
aco
money in December. Each
class, as well as the faculty,
had a box for donations.
The collected money will
then be used to buy toys and
food for a family with four
boys from the local area.
"Christmas is not all
about giving and receiving gifts. It's about family,
being with yours and helping another in need," said
Headmaster Roy Goetz.
Mr. Goetz began the Angel
Tree project four years ago
when he was chaplain. Mr.
Goetz feels the opportuntity

to give to others gives those
who are more fortunate a
better outlook on the cornmunity around them and a
chance to learn that others
may have more problems.
Student Council representatives will go to local
stores to buy these items

Josh Stewart (11) donates some
money lo the Angel Tree boxes
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Authentic Mexican Food
2301 West Walnut Paris, AR 72855

479-963-3710
Bus iness Hours:
Sun.-Thurs.11 a.m . • 9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m . • 10 p.m.

DORIS KOENIGSEDER DAVIS
Certified Public Accountant
1812 E. Walnut
(Hwy. 22 East)
Paris, AR 72855

Office: 963-684 7

ddoris000@centurytel.net
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Registrar informs prospective students
by Buck Butler
Occasionally, college representatives visit in order for
students to as k questions,
be notified of a college they
never heard of, or to get more
information about a college.
Matthew Sharum (12)
said, "[College visitors] allow me to ask questions
that wou.ld not otherwise
answered."
been
have
On Nov. 28, Mr. Dan
representaRutledge, a
tive from Lyons College in
Batesville, AR, visited Subiaco. Mr. Rutledge said, "My
goal is to give information."

Mrs. Chandra Rush, the
school counselor said," Students always are asking me
when they will have another
presenter available. They
seem to really enjoy it."
Students are normally
pleased with the different
representatives. Jacob Didion said, "[Dan Rutledge ]
seemed like a nice guy."
Students also feel that the
majority of the college representatives do their job we ll.
Sha rum said, "[The Univers ity of Arkansas representative} was able to ans wer my ques tions full y."

Feature

llusll c ••

has been an integral part
•
of human tradition . Valued as entertainers as well ast artists, musicians have
tong been creating with whatever instruments. Some of the most influential and
famous people in history have been musicians, like Beethoven, King David , and
Elvis. Subiaco has its share of musicians, people with a talent for and a love and
appreciation for music .

The Ced;;iiBottom Bo s

sean
"j!Jeetboben" J!.ee

The Cedar Bottom Boys
features two seniors, Dylan
Veron on the acoustic guitar,
(he also writes and sings,

Sean Lee's appreciation
fo r music came in the fourth
grade when his mother
forced him to take piano lessons after school in Korea.
Sean, who practices the piano four to five hours a day,
said, "Music is how l rejuvenate myself."
H is skill in the piano has
earned him the nick.name
Beethoven. "Beethoven is my

Economics 101 goes
to Mount Magazine Beowulf disappoints
The registrar fro m St. John 's in Minnesota fielded questions
about a Catholic Benedictine college that several alumni attend.

by Buck Butler
Mrs. Shirley Kiefer's
economics class visited Mt.
Magaz ine Dec. 5. This trip
was funded by Economic
Education Teacher Grants
Program for the purpose of
"enriching the lea ming experience by seeing things first
hand and applying what we
study from the text," according to Mrs. Kiefer.
The grant is for $750 for
economic education. The
class will visit several state
parks, looking at the parks as
a source of revenue and benefit to the local economy.
During the vis it to Mt.
Magazine, students learned

that of the 47 visitors that
week, 17 of them were from
out of state.
The grant also covers
traveling and meal expenses. The class ate at Shirley's
Outback near Mt. Magazine.
"The food was really good,"
said Mrs. Kiefer.
Mt. Magazine is not the
only trip planned for the
economics class. Mrs. Kiefer
said, "We have trips planned
to Petit Jean State Park, Hot
Springs National Park, and
Lake Fort Smith State Park
as well." Students will have
hands-on experience of the
different economical developments
surrounding

y~~
963-3334

Scott Gre
Paris,AR
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by Buck Butler

Beowulf, a recent release
by Warner Brothers and directed by Robert Zemeckis,
disappointed mos t of the 20
seniors who viewed it Nov.
19 at a Fort Smith Thea ter.
The movie, based on the
epic poem Beowulf, used
high-levels of animation
and 3D. Instead of a realistic take on dragons and
undersea mons ters, the
producers opted to go with
a "cartoony" approach.
The trip was funded
by an anonymous alumni
donor.

According to the senior
class, the movie did not follow the epic poem's s toryline, which for some ruined
the movie. Paul G reen (12)
said, "Since I read the book,
I knew what should have
happened ."
Mrs. Cheryl Goetz, the
senior British lite rature
teacher, said, "[Separate
from the story], the movie
was good."
Green said, " It was
impressive because of the
animation of the characters,
[but] I would not recommend a second viewing."

and Matt Miller who accomparties on vocals and plays
rhythm, also on the acoustic
guita r.
Formed in February
2007, the band originaUy
featured Mike Gaskell (07),
who played U,e mandolin
guita r. The group has written eight of their own songs,
and played at the BunkerStube, ubiaco's Pig Roast,
and La Huerta, a live music
restaurant with an outdoor
stage, located in downtown
Ft.Smith.
"The crowd was energetic
and as we were leaving, we
felt like rock stars," said
Dylan.
Taking their name from
the Ced<>r Bottoms by the
Arkansas River, the goup
has covered such bands as
Wilco, Old Crow Medicine
Show and Ryan Adams.
Dylan describes the band's
music as "alternative country with a sense of folk."
Dylan and Matt plan to continue the band .

hero," said Sean. "At first I
started against my will, but
my mom forced me. As time
passed by though, I began to
love playing the piano and
not only that but also appreciating music and that my
mom forced me to play it,"
said Sean.
Sean mostly enjoys classical music, while his favorite artist is Ben Folds, intrer
duced to him by classmate
Dylan Veron. He won first
place in a sixU, grade music
contest.
"I admire musicians and
musical ability in general,"
said Sean. Sean plans to
earn a bachelor's degree in
music but does not have any
pecific plan for his music.

Sak Lee

TOMMY "GIBSON"
HIGSON

Sak Lee has been playing
music fo r as long as he can
remember; his parents made
him take violin lessons nine

Most at Subi will agree:
Tommy Higson is good
at guitar. With only four
years of experience, Tommy
proved to be a quick, talented learner. He was inspired
to learn after watching the
movie School of Rock; also rus
mom played the guitar.
Tommy also plays the

years ago.
''Music is my solace and
my refuge. When I am having a hard day, it helps,"
said Sak.
Sak has not played the violin as of late due to time constraints, and after two years
without playing, he feels a
sense of nostalgia for it.
He loves the violin, but his
real forte lies in the classical
guitar. Sak took up the classical guitar in seventh grade.
He averages an hour a day
practicing the classical guitar, which is similar to the
acoustic guitar except the
sound is more "mellow. " He
also plays the ocarina and is
fascinated by U,e piano.
Mozart and Barrios are
some of his favorite artists,
most of whom are classical
composers.
"Music inspired me to
have a more laid-back attitude and enabled me to enjoy the beauty of the world,"
said Sak.

drums, bass guitar, ukulele,
and the piano. He is part of
the band Volt 33, which includes Clint urnmers (10)
and Bill Heil (11).
" [Volt 33] is something
fun and we just can play
what we want to play. We
just hang out and have fun,"
said Tommy.
He listens to hardcore
punk, rock and ska, and
bands like Sublime.
Tommy practices guitar
for U1ree hours a day, which
includes jams sessions with
the band during TA.
"Music is a way I can ex•
press myself. If I'm mad, I
play hardcore punk or metal. If I am happy I play rock
and ska and stuff like that. I
play what I feel. "
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stma
by B11ck Butler
Preparations for the Christmas season filled the st-Jdents and faculty with spirit. Starting Dec. 1, a series
of Christmas decorations,
parties, and concerts took
place.
Several decorations displayed the Christmas season. Numerous boarders did
the traditional decoration

of U,eir room and door by
hanging up lights and wrapping paper.
The Parent's Association, along with Blue Arrow
and Student Council members, decorated the Main
Building, Heard Hall, and
the PAC with Christmas
trees, wreaths, and garland.
Baykal Altiner (12) said
" [The decorations] are definitely new ... we haven't re-

ally had decorations except
in Heard Hall."
Mrs. Chandra Rush and
Mrs. Lou Trusty also donated a Christmas tree in the
Main Building hall way, "for
the student body to enjoy."
Mrs. Felipa Garcia and Mrs.

Yadira Flores decorated
Wardlaw Hall with the help
of students.
A number of teachers
decorated their class rooms.

Ms. Alane Freerksen put up

an array of decorations, the
Bunkerstube served classic

deep fried foods, eggnog
shakes for the season, and
bowls of candy. The "Stube"
also showed two Christmas

out because a lot of people
stayed to watch." The Bunkerstube game room was

also available to the student
body. "[The Bunkerstube]
Christmas party was a lot
more fun than last years due
to all the new games and
more room," said Altiner.

What can a good Christmas celebration be without
the Christmas concerts? The
Christmas concert Dec. 8
included the performance
of the Jazz Ensemble, Subitones, and the Choir.
After the concert, Parent's Association served
the student body the traditional pork, baked potato,
and a roll. Followed by a
brownie sundae. Not only
was the service as constant
as El Parian's with refilling
Student Council members Cllris Trachier (10) and Ian drinks, but the Parent's AsMcKee (11) decorate tile PAC for tile Parent's Associa- sociation kept the students
in the Christmas spirit with
tion.
Christmas music from such
artist as Frank Sinatra.
" I thought that the a 11 the
her traditional Mr. Scrooge movies, Eight Crazy Nights
and the Christmas Story. Christmas [events! were well
decorations.
Die B,mkerstube hosted Altiner said " I thought that organized and enjoyable,"
Kim (12).
a Christmas party Dec. 5 the movies were well picked said Harrison
from 6:45 till 9:45 p.m. With

eat tresh·
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Joseph H. Schluterman
514 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

(479) 963-3051
1- 00-467-3325

Coach Ken neth Stovall: I
gave them a study guide,
if they study, they will do
well. If not, oh well.
Mr. Cary Kenny: If you've
done the work during the
semester, you should be
prepared. Other than that,
study what you think will
be on the test or review
sheet.
Ms. Alane Freerksen:
Break up your studying
over time not the night
before.
Mr. Jason Poh_lme ier: Do
not take your test for
granted. It is easy to get to
class and then rea lize you
shou ld have studied more.

Coach Mike Berry: [Get
al good night sleep, good
breakfast, and use [your]
time wisely.
Mrs. Cheryl Goetz: Review
and get plenty of sleep.
Mrs. Michelle Chuang: It's
very important to review
class notes and then go
over the main points of
each chapter. Also to study
the guide that the teacher
may have given you. Use
your time wisely to prepare
for each subject, and relax
while taking the exams.
It takes some of the stress
away if you just relax .

7

Activities

• Take a short, ten minute break from studying.
• Choose a quiet spot to study, free from distractions
- tum off the TV or video game . If background
music helps, play some. Many experts suggest clas
sical music.
• Choose your company - Lalk to encouraging people.
• Start studying early.
• Study with a panner. Large groups can easily get dis
tracted so choose one or two helpful, reliable students Lo study with.
• Use mnemonic devices Lo aid in remembering impor
tanl facts.
• Gel plenty of sleep; do not stay up late cramming.
• Use flashcards for terms, vocabulary.
• Copy the notes a teacher puts on the board.
• Visit teachers during TA.

Acting in God's way, students flourish
by Hunter Brendel
Rehgt0n ~ an important
part of Subiaco Academy.
ti . t .
Stud t
en s par cap~ ~ m an
a_ss_o_rtment o_f rehgious achv1hes, ranging from altar
servm? t.o praymg with the
~e~ed1c~me monks. The_rehgwus influence at Subiaco
and sevAcademy
. d
h
I tud 1s tpotent,
en s ave ap.p 11e
era s
f?r s~craments: c?nhrmahon, _first communion, and
baptism.
Current!~, about 25
students are active servers
·
to e·ght
six
and
~re ·m tram1
.
ing. Br. Mel Stmson, MC
Director and Dtrector of the
Coury House, LS pnmanly
in charge of organizing St.
Bened 1·ct' s Ch urch's wee k·end Masses as well as spec1al .~cas1ons.
We have some very ex~ellent_ students," he said,
[Serving] gives them the

opportunity to work with
o~er students. and is something they w,11 remember
d
d
th .
fr
om e1r aca emy ays."
Seth Buckman, a senior
who has served at Subiaco
st~ce "his . fres~man year,
said, Serving 1s a way for
me _to be closer to God by
ded1cahng
t H. ,, my personal time
o 1m.
Servers . perform duties
such as being acolytes, incense bearers, book bearers,
~d lectors. A distinct talent
1s needed for each type of
server, an d severa I stu d ents
alternate between the sorts.
Servers from Subiaco Academy participate in weekday
Masses as well as Sunday
Masses.
Br. Mel coordinates the
servers on weekends and
special occasions, while Fr.
Hugh Assenmacher, the
Subiaco Academy school
chap lain, guides the servers

into the Catholic Church
during weekday Masses.
The Benet Club a r~ er
Fr. Hugh also teachred b ' p y
I b
es confirmation classes
y Br. Fran' cu sponso
which began in November, cis Kirchner, is desi ed for
and educates students who students to get a bei:d-thewish to be baptized, have scenes glimpse of monastic
first. communion, and be life. Students in the Benet
received into the church. Club meet once a week and
About 20 students, mostly discuss reli ious uestions
g h thqe monks,'
·
freshmen and sophomores, associate
wit
are enrolled in the confirma- and take tours of the Abbe
Some students di dee
tion class. Students in the
class, which takes place ev- in their relationshi gwith :e
ery Wednesday, have writ- monks Stude t ~ d
e;rs: :
ten work, tests, homework, has inc.reased ~
Mp y
a community service project th 6-30
ass.
a.m.
·
e
'
d
conan essays on their patron students have verball Some
saints. Confirmation takes sidered monastic life y
Participating in r~li ·ous
place March 22 and, since
·th gt I
ti "ti
the Diocese of Little Rock
momentarily lacks a bishop ~ v~:ssctuomdes w1 severa
entscangamer
.
e hours
Ab bot Jerome Kodell will be, service
but are also rethe confirmer. One student warded with the feelin of
1s preparing to be baptized importance. Br. Mel beli!ves
,
h
at Easter while another stu- that "stude t
dent is preparing for his exceptionall; s .;.;
first communion. Also, three or athletics oftS:n find their
students plan to be received niche in religious activities."

Y;

:a

;re:~
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Pair of 7 A giants nearly upset
Two 7A schools, Springdale and Fort Smith Northside,
made the trek to Subiaco to
tip off against the Trojans
Nov 30 and Dec. 1. Subiaco
proved its worth against

Grizzlies, ranked number
one overall in the state, also
had trouble handling the intensity of the Trojan team.
At one point in the first half,
Subiaco was up 24-11 .
Just before the half, the
Grizzlies mounted a charge
back, and at half trailed by
one.
The second half remained
tight. The Grizzlies showed
some concerns as the Trojans did not let up. Senior
duo Reggie Hovas and Jordan Pridgin had season
bests with 18 points and 17
points respectively. Hovas
also had 12 rebounds. Pridgin was perfect from the arc
going 2 for 2.
Late in the fourth quarter,
Northside broke through to
take the lead and the win,
69-62.

TIii

WUAMMY
by Dylan Veron
"If you get knocked down,

you gotta get back up." This
seems to be a lost philosophy in all levels of sports.
These days most athletes are
these two teams.
soft. Certain safety precauSpringdale
tions have been set in place
Revenge was in the air
by athletic associations to
against Springdale. The
ensure the safety of athletes.
Bulldogs beat the Trojans
But when is it too far?
last year by a stout margin,
It's hard to find a team in
but this year the game was
which all players are playdifferent as Subiaco came
ing with hea rt. Evidence of
out fighting.
this was seen on the fields. I
The Trojan energy pronoticed many players sitting
duced an unexpected aJly- Jordan Pridgin (12) moves the
on the ground and poutSubiaco
1.
Dec.
floor
the
up
ball
oop from Matt Miller (12).
ing about getting knocked
Subiaco went into the locker nearly upset the number one
down.
room with the halftime lead. team in the state, Fort Smith
There are no penalties in
The Trojans kept their en- Nortl,side.
practice! Get up, keep going!
ergy throughout the second the Trojan defense to take
Get aggressive! There's no
half. Keon Walters (10) lead this one 46-44.
crying in sports!
the effort with 10 points, 13
Professionalism is lost in
No rthside
rebounds, and two steals.
some professional athletes
The Fort Smith Northside
Springdale broke through
with players whining and
pouting. A good example
of this happened during the
Baltimore vs. New England
NFL match-up. As the New
England Patriots mounted
Football honors
a comeback, a penalty was
were finally anca lled against the Baltimore
nounced this month.
Ravens. An enraged Raven
Subiaco had one
Basketball coach Tim Tendeve has long
player named to the
linebacker picked up the
held the belief that in order to improve, you
referee's flag and threw it
All-Conference team.
must take on challenges. In basketball, for
into the stands. I really felt
Lucas Bauer (12)
him that means playing stronger teams.
embarrassed for him and his
was given the honor
Even though the record shows seven losses,
teammates. It was ridicufor the 2007 season.
the team hopes to build upon them.
lous.
"Sometimes those challenges are too much Bauer was a three-year
(12)
Bauer
Lucas
I saw similar attitudes
player, missing his
and trying to find the balance between corwas named Allfirst hand on the soccer field
sophomore season.
recting mistakes and keeping confident is
2007
Conference
first
Bauer earned his
last year. In games players
difficult," said Coach Tendeve.
were knocked to the ground
playtime last season on
In the first round of the Cyclone Classic
and sat there fussing about
in Russellville in the first week of December, kickoffs. For his senior year, Bauer earned
it. How can you play a fast
the Trojans faced 6A Mountain Home, s uffer- a huge role on the team starting at center,
paced game like soccer if
noseguard, and special teams, leaving him
ing a 42-27 loss.
you are going to sit on the
Then they faced SA Harrison, suffering hardly any time to leave the field.
ground most of the game?
Only weighing around 155 pounds,
another loss 62-34.
Many times, the spirit
Bauer had to give more effort to hold the
The losses have been difficult. Still the
team hopes to move on as they begin confer- offensive and defensive line, since an aver- of the sport is lost. Athletes
are seen caring only about
age weight of an highschool lineman is
ence play.
themselves; players should
"We learned to not be satisfied with being about 250 pounds.
he
think
really
I
"I am proud of him.
play for the guy lining up
close to victory," said senior team member
next to him twice as hard as
Jordan Pridgin. "We have to work as hard to worked hard and he deserved the award,"
they play for themselves.
said Marcus Trachier.
knock t-h e wall and get our first victory .''

Honoree named
Tournament
losses hit hard

-:Ii:.:V:by
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In the shadow of Rock's
great artists, bands like Cartel sometimes get looked
down upon for being "unoriginal" and "hackneyed."
Many people may overlook
or pass by Cartel because at
first glance, they sound very
cliche and like every other
superficial, get-the-girl driven pop punk band that has
ever existed.
Admittedly, there is not
much variation in the poppunk genre (Cute is What
We Aim For, Boys Like Girls
etc.), who seem to all have
the same message and songs,
and if you do not have the
taste for this type of music,
it is hard to distinguish most
of these bands from one another.
But Cartel is different. If
you look past initial perceptions, you will find a band
that is deep, substantial, and
unique. Cartel mixes up
their songs and combines
deeply-felt lyrics with ere-

ativity and freshness, to give
their albums astounding
quality in a genre that seems
cliched.
Even the way that they
have created their music is
original. Between May 24
and June 12, 2007, Cartel
participated in the " Band in
a Bubble" challenge hosted
by MTV, Dr. Pepper and
Epic Records. "Band in a
Bubble" required the band
to create an entire album in
twenty days while living in
a bubble. Fans were given
access to view the band 2-V7
through multiple cameras,
and afterward Cartel preformed a concert showing
off their new album.
The product of this challenge was Cartel's second
record self-titled Cartel. In
an interview with AbsolutePunk.net, lead singer Will
Pugh described their newest album. " It's definitely
cooler than Chro111n [Cartel's
2005 album[ - in a good way

Miclrnel Buslr

though, not that second record "We're the Beatles,
too!" thing." This statement
holds true as Cartel is arguably their best record to
date.
The album's first single
"Lose It" is a catchy, bright
song that highlights Pugh's
great vocals whid, provide
the basis for Cartel's songs.
"Wasted" is a deep, evocative song that underscores
Cartel's overall maturity
from any of their previous
endeavors. 'The Fortunate"
and "Lonely One" give Cartel nice depth and variation.
Overall, Cartel is the same,
if not better than the band 's
first CD. Fans of alternative,
altern-punk, punk-rock, or
pop-punk should definitely
check this out,asshould anyone looking to broaden their
musical horizons to genre
that is so readily avoided as
it is beloved.
P.S. As the Christmas season approaches, remember
that CDs make great gifts.

Robert Neville (Will Smith),
the last man on earth
surviv ing in New York
City; Nicholas Cage (National Treasure) comes back
as Benjamin Gates, who
discovers the secrets behind
the assassination of Abraham Lincoln; Johnny Depp
and director Tim Burton
(Bat111an Returns) bring to
the screen a Broad way musical-based story, Sweeney
Todd, about a frantic barber
taking vengeance; Sylvester Stallone, after his late
comeback in Rockt/ Balboa in
2006, once again ~omes back

hatting
Cr;h~pi~in

with Fr-. Hugh Assenmacher

Christmas in the U.S.
means cards, gifts, shopping
carols, decorations, programs, parties, over-spending, etc. We might want to
say with Ebenezer Scrooge:
"Bah, humbug."
People in the ancient
world, and thus the early
Christians, celebrated the
"return of the sun" after December 21, the shortest day
of the year. Christ was the
Light of the world and so
they celebrated a Christianized "feast oflight."
Giving and receiving
gifts probably came from
the offering of gifts by the
Three Kings to the Christ
Child. In many countries,
one gives and receives gifts
only on January 6, the feast
of the Three Kings. One
of our greatest Christmas
"things," the Christmas tree,
came from the German immigrants. They used the
evergreen tree (symbol of
everlasting life) and Americans adopted this almost everywhere.
Christmas traditions have
a lot of romance, poetry and
beauty about them. But
to save people from sadistic
many people are so overBurmese army.
come by non-religious celeParamount Pictures
brations that they forget the
brings Cloz,erfield currently
real meaning of Christmas:
known as a monster film ,
the Birth of Christ. It would
and Twentieth Century
be sad if anyone at Subiaco
Fox presents a battle story,
or their families would forAliens Versus Predators.
get the "meaning of the seaWhile this Christmas'
son."
line-up looks promising, the
Would you pause and
choices can be characterized pray with me the prayer the
in three common features:
church uses on Christmas
they were either relevant to
Eve? "God our Father, every
post-911 and fear of terroryear we rejoice as we look
ism, adaptations of wellforward to this feast of our
known novels and plays, or
salvation. May we welcome
sequels of already famous
Christ as our Redeemer and
blockbusters.
meet him with confidence.''

*
SPO ljlGHT
..
Just as any other Christmas' movie line-ups have
been, this Christmas' list is
full of spectacle and entertainments. This list of pure
entertainment is led by
Golden Co111pass, releasing
on December 14, and continues until January. Golden
Co111pass, starring Nicole
Kidman and Daniel Craig, is
based on the fantasy novel,
nationally acclaimed for its
intelligence and crea tivity;
Here is a list of other
offerings. I am Legend, also
based on a renowned horror-scientific novel, portrays
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Senior Scoo

• Years attended .. . 3 1/2
• My greatest ambition is to ...
make the world a better place.
• Favorite Holiday... National Talk
Like Ron Burgandy Day
• As a freshman , I learned ...
that being a freshman isn't cool,
so I became a sophomore.
• The college I'd most love to
attend is ... Goose U.

• Years attended ...Three
• Favorite authors/books ... The
Last Leaf by 0. Henry and The
Red Pony by John Steinbeck
• Most memorable vacation ...
windsurfing in the Gold Coast,
Australia
• My room is ...
under construction.
• I can 't stand ... on the air.
• I'm afraid of... disgusting horror
movies like the Saw series.

• Years attended ... Two
• Home ... is a place I could never
find.
• I eat... to live, not vice versa.
• If I could ... truly be happy for
a day, I would bear ten thousand
and one days
.• Favorite author or book ...
Flowers for Algernon by Daniel
Keyes
• Greatest weakness ... doubt.

The Periscope
• My most precious item is ...
my senior ring.
• If I could ... do it again, you know
I'd do the same.
• Before I graduate, I want to ...
make a Scranton Boy propaganda video.
• My greatest weakness is ...
caring too much ... about
EVERYTHING.

• My favorite song to listen to
is ... Left me in a hole - YMSB.
• Most practiced quote .. ."Ashesto-Ashes, Dust-to-Dust, Life is
short so party we must.'
• I want to be remembered as ...
THE TROJAN MAN!
• My fantasy dinner party
includes... ice cubes, nine iron,
buffalo (preferably stuffed).

• Years attended ... Three
• Career plans (major) ... Stay at
home daddy
•Asa freshman, I learned ...
nothing at Subiaco.
• Past times ... Stayin' up late
playing Halo.
• My motto is ... Live long, game
even longer.
• Favorite movie is ...
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective.

• My greatest strength is ... my
advanced knowledge of Halo 3.
• Favorite gaming system ...
Xbox 360
• Favorite game... Halo 3
• Hobby... gaming
• Favorite actor... Jim Carrey
• My theme song is ... Loved by
the Sun by Tangerine Dream
• If I had a superpower, it would
be ... to breathe underwater.

• My greatest weakness is ...
Sentimentality.
• My favorite food ... is properly
prepared salted roe of the cod.
• Favorite car... Alfa Romeo
• Favorite candy... Yangang
(sweet jelly beans)
• Favorite artists ... are Rachmaninoff, Nakasima Nika, Rip
Slyme, etc.
• Favorite band ... Beatles, Coldplay Jaurim, Crying Nuts, etc

• Favorite pro team ... Bu san
Lotte
• Favorite shoe brand ... Nike
• If I had a superpower, it would
be ... a power to control time and
space.
• Morning routine ... "Why do I
have to get up?"
• I'm most comfortable with
people who are ... selfless.
• Favorite game... Starcraft, Sim
City 4, etc.

• Years attended ... Four
• Favorite school subject...
Piano
• Career plans... become an athletic trainer for a collegiate team.
• My greatest ambition is... to
reach my full potential in all
things.
• Before I graduate, I want to ...
win a state championship.
• Favorite movie ... Hoosiers

• Advice to underclassmen ...
Don't take your time at Subi for
granted; it'll be over before you
know it. Don't be satisfied.
• The college I'd most love
to attend is ... the University of
Arkansas.
• I can't stand ... people who have
big eyes.
• My family... comes first.
• I'm afraid of... failure.

• Greatest strength ... critical
mind.
• My motto is... excelsior.
• The one thing most people do
not know about me ... that I am
an ex-Catholic.
• I can't stand ... charlatans ,
chauvinists, and fanatics.
• I am afraid of ... losing control.
• My favorite food .. cacoa mass
99% chocolate

• Most important thing I learned
at Subi ... Ignorance is some
times incurable.
• Most practiced quote ...
What does not kill me only
makes me stronger.
• Favorite song... Exit Music by
Radiohead
• Favorite artists ... Claude
Monet, E.A. Poe
•Career ... Neurosurgeon

• Most practiced quote ...
You got pwned Noob!
• Summer activity or job ...
work at Subi
• I'm most comfortable with
people who are ... gamers.
• My greatest ambition is ... to
be sponsored by Bungie.
• Th ings in my life I enjoy the
most include... gaming and my
friends.

• My greatest strength ... work
ethic
• Most important th ing I learned
at Subi ... how to play the right
way (basketball)
• Favorite artist... Lil Wayne
• Favorite shoe brand ... Jordan
• My fantasy dinner party
includes... John Wooden , Bobby
Knight, and Dean Smith.
• Hobby... golf
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NHS induction recognizes new members
Subiaco Abbey and
Subiaco Academy are,
technically, two separate
entities. However, the relationship between the two
is that of a father and son.
While at Subiaco Academy,
students share a deep connection with the Benedictine
monks of the abbey. Without the monastery, Subiaco
Academy would not be as
precious and polished of a
jewel as it is today.
Benedictine monks have
been a key component of
Subiaco Academy since its
founding in 1887. For many
years, the faculty was strictly composed of Benedictine
monks, and the abbey began
a program within the academy to prepare students for
the monastic life.
Several current monkteachers, such as Fr. Mark
Stengel, participated in the
program. Howeve r, as time
transpired, the school

and abbey were forced to
refashion their relationship.
Lay men and women from
around the community
have become more affiliated
with the academy. Benedictine influence, though,
still reigns supreme over
the academy and retains the
tight, prosperous bond between monks and students.
Although not as plentiful
as a few decades ago, monk
teachers bring an entirely
new approach to education.
With a blend of education
and Benedictine values,
monk teachers indoctrinate
lessons that are non-exis tent within the conventional classroom. Often,
monk-teachers "tell it like it
is,"bypassing the political
correctness and petty staleness of public school education. Monks add a special
flavor to education, preparing students for more than
trivial knowledge. They not

STAFF

only teach students material
but also to utilize know!edge and combat ignorance.
Br. Joseph Heath displays
a prime example of a monkteacher approach to education. As a history teacher,
Br. Joe challenges students
to dissect and deliberate
upon the curriculum, as
well as the moral iss ues pertaining to the lesson, instead
of accepting history as mere
fact. Students develop a
perspective of the material
and how they wi II com prehend lessons away from the
Academy.
Benedictine influence
over the academy soars past
the classroom as well. The
Rule of St. Benedict, the
chief guideline to Benedictine living, is related to each
student and packs valuable
Life lessons within its context. While some concepts
of the Rule of St. Benedict
seem outdated, Such as in

Chapter 30, "With regard to
boys and adolescents .. . let
them be subjected to severe
fasts or brought to terms
by harsh beatings, that they
may be cured," others set
moral guidelines that stud ents can fo!Jow.
The Rule teaches priceless life lessons. Chapter 7
states " By that descent and
ascent we must surely und erstand nothing else than
this, that we descend by
self-exaltation and ascend
by humility." Students hold
dear the lessons taught to
them by the Benedicts and,
like a father, the abbey with its Rul es - raises them
to be productive, moral
citizens and Christians.
Wherever I travel in life,
I hope to "ascend by humility" - a rare occurrence in
our culture based on selfexaltation. Howeve r, a little
humility always goes a long
way.

A Diffe rent Pi c tu r e

A news publication £or tbe studenls, a l uu111i a.nd fri ends ol Subiaco
AcademlJ, Tbe Porisoope is publ isbed monthl11 and ls a memberol
tbo Ai-ko.nsasSc.bolast ic Press Associalion. Opinions expressed in the
opi nion sediou a.re tboseo l thewril eroreditorand do uol ueccesarily

reflect I bose ol Subiaco AcadewtJ. Address let lers lo The Periscope.
405 Norlb Subiaco A venue. Subiaco. AR 72865.

by Keith Moore
Twenty-eight stud ents
were inducted into the National Honors Society Nov.
20. New members include
Hunter Brendel (12), Josh
Dunham (12), Paul Green

New and current members of the National Honors Society stand
onstage lo recite the NHS pledge during the induction ceremony.

Spotlight on Student
Andrew Yuk
Andrew
Yuk, a fouryea r senio r
from South
Korea, was
chosen
as
Andrew Yuk, the recipient
of the Martin Schriver Awa rd for the
first quarter.
This award is given to
one s tudent for each quarter.
The award is based on altitude and being a model for
other students.
Yuk is a proctor on the
second floor, has been on

Tbo Periscope resorves tho rigbt to regulate the tone ol all advertisewe nls aud lo tum llwny dlllJ cop11 ii considers objectio1:1abla.

Typed

letters are encouraged. LeHers malJ be echted for space. All letters
wusl be signed but names malJ
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be withheld.

Hunter Brendel
Buck Butler
Dylan Veron
Michael Bush
Keith Moore
fr. liugh Assenmacher
Ha.trison Kim

Hobin lee

(12), Sak Lee (12), Joshua
Reeves (12), William Kem
(12), Reggie Hovas (12), Ji
Young Ahn(II), Andy Chen
(11), Sam Gulutzo (11), Alec
Harter (11), Clay Hoyt (11),
Fred Jones (11 ), Dale Moore

honor roll fo r all 4 years, and
is a tutor in study halls. He
is also a parliamentarian on
the executi ve council, and is
the seni or class treasurer.
"Yuk is a great tutor. He
helps me with my algebra
and also my college app lications," sa id Jin Lee (10).
Chris Trashier (10) said,
✓, Andrew Yuk is a great
proctor. He is both a leader
and a friend. He takes his
seriously,
responsibilities
yet he is still very easy to
ge t along wi th . He makes
dorm life more enjoyable as

(11), Bill Morton (11), Errlils
Rigano (11), John-Rex Spivey (11), Joon Hee Won (11),
Catha ! Gilmore (10), Tommy Higson (10), C.J. Kiernan (10), Danny White (10),
Chris Trachier (10), Nick
Powell (10), Michael Kasbarian (10), Stephen Liuzza
(10), and Elliot Tobin (10).
NHS is a scholarly progra m for students with at
least a solid B average who
also show leadership, service, and respect towards
teachers and fellow students.
The program recognizes

students who a.re of service
to those in need, provide
leadership, and guide fellow
classmates to attain goals.
Two senior members of
the NHS, Buck Butler dlld
Harrison Kim, were selected as candidates for a
scholarship. If either wins
at the state level, he will receive $1500 for first place
and the chance at a regional
NHS sholarship worth another $1500. The regional
winner then has a chance
to compete for the national
scholarship worth $10,000.

Ange I Tree funds
raised for needy
As pa rticipants in the
Angel Tree program, Subiaco
Academy
collected
money in December. Each
class, as well as the faculty,
had a box for donations.
The collected money will
then be used to buy toys and
food for a family with four
boys from the local area.
"Christmas is not aU
about giving and receiving gifts. It's about family,
being with yours and helping another in need," said
Headmaster Roy Goetz.
Mr. Goetz began the Angel
Tree project fou r years ago
when he was chaplain. Mr.
Goetz feels the opportuntity

to give to others gives those
who are more fortunate a
better outlook on the community around them and a
chance to learn that others
may have more problems.
Student Council representatives will go to local
stores to buy these items

Josi, Stewart (ll) donates some
money to the Angel Tree boxes

Bien ve nidos A
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Authentic Mexican Food
2301 West Walnut Paris, AR 72855
479-963-3710

Business Hours:
Sun.-Thurs .11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri , & Sat . 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

~

DORIS KOENIGSEDER DAVIS
Certified Public Accountant
1812 E. Walnut
(Hwy. 22 East)
Paris, AR 72855

Office: 963-6847

ddoris000@ce nturytel.net
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Registrar informs prospective students
by Buck Butler
Occasionally, college representatives visit in order for
students to ask questions,
be notified of a college they
never heard of, or to get more
information about a college.
Matthew Sharum (12)
said, "[College visitors! allow me to ask ques tions
that would not otherwise
have
been
answered."
On Nov. 28, Mr. Dan
Rutled ge, a representative from Lyons College in
Batesville, AR, visited Subiaco. Mr. Rutledge said, "My
goal is to give information."

Mrs. Chandra Rush, the
school counselor said," Students always are asking me
when they will have another
presenter available. They
seem to really enjoy it."
Students are normally
pleased with the different
re presentatives. Jacob Didion said, "[Dan Rutledge]
seemed like a nice guy."
Students also feel that the
majority of the college representatives do their job wel l.
Sharum said, "[The University of Arkansas re presentativeJ was able to answer my questions fully ."

Nusic ••

•
has been an integral part
of human tradition. Valued as entertainers as well ast artists, musicians have
long been creating with whatever instruments. Some of the most influential and
famous people in history have been musicians, like Beethoven , King David, and
Elvis. Subiaco has its share of musicians, people with a talent for and a love and
appreciation for music.

The Ceqqr
Bottom Bo s
The Cedar Bottom Boys
features two seniors, Dylan
Veron on the acoustic guitar,
(he also w rites and sings,

Economics 101 goes
to Mount Magazine Beowulf disappoints
The registrar from St. John's in Minnesota fielded q11estions
about a Catholic Benedictine college that several a/11111ni attend.

by Buck Butler
Mrs. Shirley Kiefer's
economics class visited Mt.
Magaz ine Dec. 5. This trip
was funded by Economic
Education Teacher Grants
Program for the purpose of
"enriching the lea ming experience by seeing things firs t
hand and applying what we
stud y from the text," acco rding to Mrs. Kiefer.
The grant is for $750 for
economic education. TI1e
class will visit several state
parks, looking at the pa rks as
a source of revenue and benefit to the local economy.
During the visit to Mt.
Magaz ine, students learned

that of the 47 visitors that
wee k, 17 of them were from
out of state.
The grant also covers
traveling and meal expenses. The class ate at Shirley's
Outback near Mt. Magazine.
"The food was really good,"
said Mrs. Kiefer.
Mt. Magazine is not the
only trip planned for the
economics class. Mrs. Ki efer
said , " We have trips planned
to Petit Jean State Park, Hot
Springs National Park, and
Lake Fort Smith State Park
as we ll." Students will ha ve
hands-on experience of the
different economical desurrounding
velopments
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by Buck Bwler

Beowulf, a recent release
by Warner Brothers and directed by Robert Zemeckis,
disa ppointed most of the 20
seniors who viewed it Nov.
19 at a Fort Smith Theater.
The movie, based on the
epic poem Beowulf, used
high-levels of animation
and 3D. lnstead of a realistic take on dragons and
undersea monsters, the
producers opted to go with
a "ca rtoony" approach.
The trip was funded
by an anonymous alumni
donor.

According to the senior
class, the movie did not follow the epic poem's storyline, which for some ruined
the movie. Paul Green (12)
said, "Since I read the book,
1 knew what should have
happened."
Mrs . Cheryl Goetz, the
senior British litera ture
teacher, sa id, "[Separate
from the story!, the mov ie
was good."
Green said, " It was
impressive beca use of the
animation of the characters,
[butJ I would not recommend a second viewing."

and Matt Miller w ho accompanies on vocals and plays
rhythm, also on the acoustic
guitar.
Formed in February
2007, the band originally
featu red Mike Gaske ll (07),
who played the mandolin
guitar. The group has written eight of their own songs,
and played at the BunkerStube, Subiaco's Pig Roast,
and La Huerta, a live music
restaurant with an outdoor
stage, located in downtown
Ft.Smitl,.
"The crowd was energetic
,rnd as we were leaving, we
felt like rock stars," said
Dylan.
Taking their name from
the Cedar Bottoms by the
Arkansas River, the goup
has covered such bands as
Wilco, Old Crow Medicine
Show and Ryan Adams.
Dylan describes the band's
music as "aJtemative country wi th a sense of folk. "
Dylan and Matt plan to continue the band.

srun

"~rrtboben" Jl.rr
Sean Lee's appreciation
for music came in the fourth
grade when his mother
forced him to take piano lessons after school in Korea.
Sean, who practices the piano four to five hours a day,
said, "Music is how I rejuvenate myself."
His skill in the piano has
ea med him the nickname
Beethoven. "Beethoven is my

hero," said Sean. "At first l
started against my will, but
my mom forced me. As time
passed by though, I began to
love playing the piano and
not only that but also appreciating music and that my
mom forced me to play it,"
said Sean.
Sean mostly enjoys classical music, while his favorite artist is Ben Folds, introduced to him by classmate
Dylan Veron. He won first
place in a sixth grade music
contest.
"I admire musicians and
musical ability in general,"
said Sean. Sean plans to
earn a bachelor's degree in
music but does not have any
specific plan for his music.

Sak Lee
Sak Lee has been playing
music for as long as he can
remember; his parents made
him take violin lessons nine

years ago.
"Music is my solace and
my refuge. When I am having a hard day, it helps,"
said Sak.
Sak has not played the violin as of late due to time constraints, and after two years
without playing, he feels a
sense of nostalgia for it.
He loves the violin, but hjg
real forte lies in the classical
guitar. Sak took up the classical guitar in seventh grade.
He averages an hour a day
practicing the classical guitar, which is similar to the
acoustic guitar except the
sound is more "mellow." He
also plays the ocarina and is
fascinated by the piano.
Mozart and Barrios are
some of his favorite artists,
most of whom are classical
composers.
" Music inspired me to
have a more laid-back attitude and enabled me to enjoy the beauty of the world,"
said Sak.

TOMMY UGIBSON"

HIGSON
Most at Subi will agree:
Tommy Higson is good
at guitar. With onl y four
years of experience, Tommy
proved to be a quick, talented learner. He was inspired
to learn after watching the
movie School of Rock; also his
mom played the guitar.
Tommy also plays the

drums, bass guitar, ukulele,
and the piano. He is part of
the band Volt 33, which includes Clint Summers (10)
and Bill Heil (11 ).
"[Volt 33] is something
fun and we just can play
what we want to play. We
just hang out and have fun,"
said Tommy.
He listens to hardcore
punk, rock and ska, and
bands like Sublime.
Tommy practices guitar
for tl,ree hours a day, whicl,
includes jams sessions with
the band during TA.
"Music is a way l can express myself. If I'm mad, I
play hardcore punk or metal. If I am happy I play rock
and ska and stuff like that. I
play what I feel."
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by Buck Butler
Preparations for the Christmas season filled the students and faculty with spirit. Starting Dec. 1, a series
of Christmas decorations,
parties, and concerts took
place.
Several decorations displayed the Christmas sea-

Yadira Flores decorated
Wardlaw Hall with the help
of students.
A number of teachers
decorated their class rooms.

Ms. Alane Freerksen put up

an array of decorations, the

Bunkerstube served classic
deep fried foods, eggnog
shakes for the season, and
bowls of candy. The "Stube"
also showed two Christmas

more room," said Altiner.

What can a good Christmas celebration be without

son. Numerous boarders did

the Christmas concerts? The
Christmas concert Dec. 8
included the performance
of the Jazz Ensemble, Subi-

the traditional decoration
of their room and door by
hanging up lights and wrapping paper.
The Parent's Associa-

tones, and the Choir.

tion, along with Blue Arrow

and Student Council members, decorated the Main
Building, Heard Hall, and
the PAC with Christmas
trees, wreaths, and garland.
Baykal Altiner (12) said

"[The decorations] are definitely new ...we haven't really had decorations except
in Heard Hall."
Mrs. Chandra Rush and
Mrs. Lou Trusty also do-

out because a lot of people
stayed to watch." The Bunkerstube game room was
also available to the student
body. "[The Bunkerstube]
Christmas party was a lot
more fun than last years due
to all the new games and

Student Council members Chris Trachier (10) and Ian
McKee (11) decorate the PAC for the Parent's Association.

After the concert, Parent's Association served
the student body the traditional pork, baked potato,
and a roll. Followed by a
brownie sundae. Not only
was the service as constant
as El Parian's with refilling
drinks, but the Parent's Association kept the students
in the 01ristmas spirit with
Christmas music from such
artist as Frank Sinatra.

nated a Christmas tree in the

her traditional Mr. Scrooge

Main Building hall way, "for
the student body to enjoy."
Mrs. Felipa Garcia and Mrs.

decorations.

Die Bunkerstube hosted

a Christmas party Dec. 5
from 6:45 till 9:45 p.m. With

eat tresh"

movies, Eight Crazy Nights
and the Christmas Story.
Altiner said "! thought that
the movies were well picked

"I tl10ught tl1at the all the
Christmas [events] were well
organized and enjoyable,"

said Harrison Kim (12).

,~-i:..

Joseph H. Schluterman
514 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

(479) 963-3051
1-800-467-3325

Coach Kenneth Stovall: l
gave them a study guide,
if they study, they will do
well. lf not, oh well.
Mr. Gary Kenny: If you've
done the work during the
semester, you should be
prepared. Other than that,
study what you think will
be on the test or review

sheet.
M.s. A lane Freerksen:

Break up your studying
over time not the night
before.

Mr. Jason Pohlmeier: Do
not take your test for
granted. lt is easy to get to
class and then realize you
should have studied more.

Coach M ike Berry: [Get
a] good night sleep, good
breakfast, and use [your]
time wisely.
Mrs. Cheryl Goetz: Review
and get plenty of sleep.
Mrs. Michell e Ch ua ng: It's
very important to review
class notes and then go
over the main points of
each chapter. Also to study
the guide that tl1e teacher
may have given you. Use
your time wisely to prepare
for each subject, and re lax
while taking the exams.
It takes some of the stress
away if you just relax.

~st {9.tking {gps
• Take a short, ten minute break from studying.
• Choose a quiet spot lo study, free from distractions
- tum off the TV or video games. If background
music helps, play some. Many experts suggest clas
sical music.
• Choose your company - talk to encouraging people.
• Start studying early.
• Study with a partner. Large groups can easily get dis
tracted so choose one or two helpful, reliable students to study with.
• Use mnemonic devices lo aid in remembering impor
lam facts.
• Get plenty of sleep; do not stay up late cramming.
• Use flashcards for terms, vocabulary.
• Copy the notes a teacher puts on lhe board.
• Visit teachers during TA.

Acting in God's way, students flourish
by Hunter Brendel
Religion is an important
part of Subiaco Academy.
Students participate in an
assortment of religious activities, ranging from altar
serving to praying with the
Benedictine monks. The religious influence at Subiaco
Academy is potent, and severa) students have applied
for sacraments: confim1ation, first communion, and
baptism.
Currently, about 25
students are active servers
and six to eight are in training. Br. Mel Stinson, MC
Director and Director of the
Coury House, is primarily
in charge of organizing St.
Benedict's Church's weekend Masses as well as special occasions.
"We have some very excellent students," he said,
"[Serving! gives them the

opportunity to work witl1
other students and is something they will remember
from their academy days."
Seth Buckman, a senior
who has served at Subiaco
since his freshman year,
said, "Serving is a way for
me to be closer to God by
dedicating my personal time
to Him."
Servers perform duties
such as being acolytes, incense bearers, book bearers,
and lectors. A distinct talent
is needed for each type of
server, and several students
alternate between the sorts.
Servers from Subiaco Academy participate in weekday
Masses as well as Sunday
Masses.
Br. Mel coordinates the
servers on weekends and
specia l occasions, while Fr.
Hugh Assenmacher, the
Subiaco Academy school
chap lain, guides the servers

during weekday Masses.
Fr. Hugh also teaches confirmation classes,
which began in November,
and educates students who
wish to be baptized, have
first communion, and be
received into the church.
About 20 students, mostly
freshmen and sophomores,
are enrolled in the confi.nnation class. Students in the
class, which takes place every Wednesday, have written work, tests, homework,
a community service project,
and essays on their patron
saints. Confim,ation takes
place March 22 and, since
the Diocese of Little Rock
momentarily lacks a bishop,
Abbot Jerome Kodel.l will be
the confirmer. One student
is preparing to be baptized
at Easter while another student is preparing for his
first communion. Also, three
students plan to be received

into the Catholic Church.
The Benet Club, a prayer
club sponsored by Br. Francis Kirchner, is designed for
students to get a behind-thescenes glimpse of monastic
life. Students in the Benet
Club meet once a week and
discuss religious questions,
associate with the monks,
and take tours of the Abbey.
Some students dig deeper
in their relationship with the
monks. Student attendance
has increased at prayers and
the 6:30 a.m. Mass. Some
students have verbally considered monastic life.
Participating in religious
activities comes with several
benefits. Students can gamer
service hours but are also rewarded with the feeling of
importance. Br. Mel believes
that "students who aren't
exceptionally gifted in art
or athletics often find their
niche in religious activities."
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Pair of 7 A giants nearly upset
Two 7A schools, Springdale and Fort Smith Northside,
made the trek to Subiaco to
tip off aga inst the Trojans
Nov 30 and Dec. 1. Subiaco
proved its worth against
these two teams.
Springdale
Revenge was in the air
against Springdale. The
Bulldogs beat the Trojans
last year by a stout margin,
but this year the game was
different as Subiaco came
out fighting.
The Trojan energy pro-

duced an unexpected a.llyoop from Matt Miller (12).
Subiaco went into the locker
room with the halftime lead.
The Trojans kept their energy throughout the second
half. Keon Walters (10) lead
the effort with 10 points, 13
rebounds, and two steals.
Springdale broke through

Jordan Pridgin (12) moves the
ball up f/,e floor Dec. 1. Sllbiaco
nea rly upset the number one
team in the state, Forl Smith
Northside.
the Trojan defense to take
this one 46-44.
Northside
The Fort Smith Northside

Grizzlies, ranked number
one overall in the state, also
had trouble handling the intensity of the Trojan team.
At one point in the first half,
Subiaco was up 24-11.
Just before the half, the
Grizzlies mounted a charge
back, and at half trailed by
one.
The second half remained
tight. The Grizzlies showed
some concerns as the Trojans did not let up. Senior
duo Reggie Hovas and Jordan Pridgin had season
bests with 18 points and 17
points respectively. Havas
also had 12 rebounds. Pridg in was perfect from the a.re

going 2 for 2.
Late in the fourth quarter,
Northside broke through to
take the lead and the win,
69-62.

Honoree named
Tournament
losses hit hard
Basketball coach Tim Tencleve has long
held the belief that in order to improve, you
must take on challenges. [n basketball, for
him that means playing stronger teams.
Even though the record shows seven losses,
the team hopes to build upon them.
"Sometimes those challenges are too much
and trying to find the balance between correcting mistakes and keeping confident is
difficult," said Coach Tencleve.
[n the first round of the Cyclone Classic
in Russellville in the first week of December,
the Trojans faced 6A Mountain Home, suffering a 42-27 loss.
Then they faced SA Harrison, suffering
another loss 62-34.
The losses have been difficult. Still the
team hopes to move on as they begin conference play.
"We learned to not be satisfied with being
close to victory," said senior team member
Jordan Pridgin. "We have to work as ha rd to
knock the wall and get our first victory."

Football honors
were finally announced this month.
Subiaco had one
player named to the
All-Conference team.
Lucas Bauer (12)
was given the honor
for the 2007 season.
Bauer was a three-year
Lucas Bauer (12)
player, missing his
was named Allsophomore season.
Bauer earned his first Conference 2007
playtime last season on
kickoffs. For his sen ior year, Bauer earned
a huge role on the team starting at center,
noseguard, and specia l teams, leaving him
hardly any time to leave the field.
Only weighing around 155 pounds,
Bauer had to give more effort to hold the
offensive and defensive line, since an average weight of an highschool lineman is
about 250 pounds.
"I am proud of him. I really think he
worked hard and he deserved the award,"
said Marcus Trachier.
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"If you get knocked down,
you gotta get back up." This
seems to be a lost philosophy in all levels of sports.
These days most athletes are
soft. Certain safety precautions have been set in place
by athletic associations to
ensure the safety of athletes.
But when is it too far?
Lt's hard to find a team in
which all players are playing with heart. Evidence of
this was seen on the fields. I
noticed many players sitting
on the ground and pouting about getting knocked
down.
There are no penalties in
practice! Get up, keep going'
Get aggressive! There's no
crying in sports!
Professionalism is lost in
some professional athletes
with players whining and
pouting. A good example
of this happened during the
Baltimore vs. New England
NFL match-up. As the New
England Patriots mounted
a comeback, a penalty was
called against the Baltimore
Ravens. An enraged Raven
linebacker picked up the
referee's flag and threw it
into the stands. I really felt
embarrassed for him and his
teammates. It was ridiculous.
I saw similar attitudes
first hand on the soccer field
last year. In games players
were knocked to the ground
and sat there fussing about
it. How can you play a fast
paced game like soccer if
you are going to sit on the
ground most of the game?
Many times, the spirit
of the sport is lost. Athletes
are seen caring only about
themselves; players should
play for the guy lining up
next to him twice as hard as
they play for themselves.
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ln the shadow of Rock's
great artists, bands like Cartel sometimes get looked
down upon for being "unoriginal" and "hackneyed."
Many people may overlook
or pass by Cartel because at
first glance, they sound very
cliche and like every other
superficial, get-the-girl driven pop punk band tha I has
ever existed.
Adm ittedly, there is not
much variation in the poppunk genre (Cute is What
We Aim For, Boys Like Girls
etc.), who seem to aH have
the same message and songs,
and if you do not have the
taste for this type of music,
it is hard to distinguish most
of these bands from one another.
But Cartel is different. Ir
you look past initial perceptions, you will find a band
that is deep, substantial, and
unique. Cartel mixes up
their songs and combines
deeply-felt lyrics with ere-
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ativity and freshness, to give
their albums astounding
quality in a genre that seems
cliched.
Even the way that they
have created their music is
original. Between May 24
and June 12, 2007, Cartel
participated in the "Band in
a Bubble" challenge hosted
by MTV, Dr. Pepper and
Epic Records. "Band in a
Bubble" required the band
to create an entire album in
twenty days while living in
a bubble. Fans were given
access to view the band 24/7
through multiple cameras,
and afterwards Cartel preformed a concert showing
off their new album.
The product of this challenge was Cartel's second
record self-titled Cartel. ln
an interview with AbsolutePunk.net, lead singer Will
Pugh described their newest album. "It's definitely
cooler than Chroma [Cartel's
2005 album] - in a good
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Just as any other Christmas' movie line-ups have
been, this Christmas' list is
full of spectacle and entertainments. This list of pure
entertainment is led by
Golden Co111pass, releasing
on December 14, and continues until January. Golden
Co,npass, starring Nicole
Kidman and Daniel Craig, is
based on the fantasy novel,
nationally acclaimed for its
intelligence and creativity;
Here is a list of other
offerings. 1a111 Legend, also
based on a renowned horror-scientific novel, portrays

Reviews

Michael Bush

way U,ough, not that second
record "We're the Beatles,
too!" thing. " This statement
holds true as Cartel is arguably their best record to
date.
The album's first single
"Lose It" is a catchy, bright
song that highlights Pugh's
great vocals which provide
the basis for Cartel's songs.
"Wasted" is a deep, evocative song that underscores
Cartel's overall maturity
from any of their previous
endeavors. 'Toe Fortunate"
and "Lonely One" give Cartel nice depth and variation.
Overall, Cartel is the same,
if not better than the band 's
first CD. Fans of alternative,
altem-punk, punk-rock, or
pop-punk should definitely
check this out, as should anyone looking to broaden their
musical horizons to genre
that is so readily avoided as
it is beloved.
P.S. As the Christmas season approaches, remember
that CDs make great gifts.
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Robert Neville (Will Smith),
the last man on earth
surviving in New York
City; Nicholas Cage (National Treasure) comes back
as Benjamin Gates, who
discovers the secrets behind
the assassination of Abraham Lincoln; Johnny Depp
and director Tim Burton
(Batman Returns) bring to
the screen a Broadway musical-based story, Sweeney
Todd, about a frantic barber
taking vengeance; Sylvester
Stallone, after his late comeback in Rocky Balboa in 2006,
once again comes back as

Rambo to save people from
sadistic Bunnese army.
Paramount Pictures
brings Cloverfield currently
known as a monster film,
and Twentieth Century
Fox presents a battle story,
Aliens Versus Predators.
While this Christmas'
line-up looks promising, the
choices can be characterized
in three common features:
they were either relevant to
post-911 and fear of terrorism, adaptations of wellknown novels and plays, or
sequels of already famous
blockbusters.
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\.,haplain
with Fr. Hugh Assenmacb.tt

Christmas in the U.S.
means cards, gifts, shopping
carols, decorations, programs, parties, over-spending, etc. We might want to
say with Ebenezer Scrooge:
"Bah, humbug."
People in the ancient
world, and thus the early
Christians, celebrated the
"return of the sun" after December 21, the shortest day
of the year. Christ was the
Light of the world and so
they celebrated a Christianized "feast of light."
Giving and receiving
gifts probably came from
the offering of gifts by the
Three Kings to the Christ
Child. ln many countries,
one gives and rece ives gifts
only on January 6, the feast
of the Three Kings. One
of our greatest Christmas
"things," the Christmas tree,
came from the Gennan immigrants. They used the
evergreen tree (symbol of
everlasting life) and Americans adopted this almost everywhere.
Christmas traditions have
a lot of romance, poetry and
beauty about them. But
many people are so overcome by non-religious celebrations that they forget the
real meaning of Christmas:
the Birth of Christ. It would
be sad if anyone at Subiaco
or their families would forget the "meaning of the season."
Would you pause and
pray with me the prayer the
church uses on Christmas
Eve? "God our Father, every
year we rejoice as we look
forward to this feast of our
salvation. May we welcome
Christ as our Redeemer and
meet him with confidence."
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Senior Scoo

• Years attended ... 31/2
• My greatest ambition is to ...
make the world a better place.
• Favorite Holiday... National Talk
Like Ron Burgandy Day
•Asa freshman, I learned ...
that being a freshman isn't cool,
so I became a sophomore.
• The college I'd most love to
attend is... Goose U.

• Years attended ... Three
• Favorite authors/books ... The
Last Leaf by 0. Henry and The
Red Pony by John Steinbeck
• Most memorable vacation ...
windsurfing in the Gold Coast,
Australia
• My room is ...
under construction.
• I can't stand ... on the air.
• I'm afraid of... disgusting horror
movies like the Saw series.

• Years attended ... Two
• Home ... is a place I could never
find.
• I eat... to live, not vice versa.
• If I could ... truly be happy for
a day, I would bear ten thousand
and one days
.• Favorite author or book...
Flowers for Algernon by Daniel
Keyes
• Greatest weakness ... doubt.

The Periscope
• My most precious item is...
my senior ring.
• If I could ... do it again, you know
I'd do the same.
• Before I graduate, I want to ...
make a Scranton Boy propaganda video.
• My greatest weakness is ...
caring too much ... about
EVERYTHING.

• My favorite song to listen to
is ... Lefl me in a hole - YMSB.
• Most practiced quote.. .'Ashesto-Ashes, Dust-to-Dust, Life is
short so party we must.'
• I want to be remembered as ...
THE TROJAN MAN!
• My fantasy dinner party
includes ... ice cubes, nine iron,
buffalo (preferably stuffed).

• Years attended ... Three
• Career plans (major)... Stay at
home daddy
•Asa freshman, I learned ...
nothing at Subiaco.
• Past times ... Stayin' up late
playing Halo.
• My motto is... Live long, game
even longer.
• Favorite movie is...
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective.

• My greatest strength is ... my
advanced knowledge of Halo 3.
• Favorite gaming system ...
Xbox 360
• Favorite game ... Halo 3
• Hobby... gaming
• Favorite actor... Jim Carrey
• My theme song is... Loved by
the Sun by Tangerine Dream
• If I had a superpower, it would
be ... to breathe underwater.

• My greatest weakness is...
Sentimentality.
• My favorite food ... is properly
prepared salted roe of the cod.
• Favorite car... Alfa Romeo
• Favorite candy.. , Yangang
(sweet jelly beans)
• Favorite artists ... are Rachmaninoff, Nakasima Nika, Rip
Slyme, etc.
• Favorite band ... Beatles, Coldplay Jaurim, Crying Nuts, etc

• Favorite pro team ... Busan
Lotte
• Favorite shoe brand ... Nike
• If I had a superpower, it would
be ... a power to control time and
space.
• Morning routine ... "Why do I
have to get up?"
• I'm most comfortable with
people who are... selfless.
• Favorite game ... Starcraft, Sim
City 4, etc.

• Years attended ... Four
· Favorite school subject...
Piano
• Career plans ... become an athletic trainer for a collegiate team.
• My greatest ambition is ... to
reach my full potential in all
things.
• Before I graduate, I want to ...
win a state championship.
• Favorite movie ... Hoosiers

• Advice to underclassmen...
Don't take your time at Subi for
granted; it'll be over before you
know it. Don't be satisfied.
• The college I'd most love
to attend is... the University of
Arkansas.
• I can't stand ... people who have
big eyes.
• My family... comes first.
• I'm afraid of... failure.

• Greatest strength ... critical
mind.
• My motto is... excelsior.
• The one thing most people do
not know about me ... that I am
an ex-Catholic.
• I can't stand ... charlatans,
chauvinists, and fanatics .
• I am afraid of ... losing control.
• My favorite food .. cacoa mass
99% chocolate

• Most important thing I learned
at Subi ... Ignorance is some
times incurable.
• Most practiced quote ...
What does not kill me only
makes me stronger.
• Favorite song ... Exit Music by
Radiohead
• Favorite artists ... Claude
Monet, E.A. Poe
• Career ... Neurosurgeon

• Most practiced quote ...
You got pwned Noob!
• Summer activity or job ...
work at Subi
• I'm most comfortable with
people who are ... gamers.
• My greatest ambition is ... to
be sponsored by Bungie.
• Things in my life I enjoy the
most include ... gaming and my
friends.

• My greatest strength ... work
ethic
• Most important thing I learned
at Subi ... how to play the right
way (basketball)
• Favorite artist... Lil Wayne
• Favorite shoe brand ... Jordan
• My fantasy dinner party
includes ... John Wooden, Bobby
Knight, and Dean Smith.
• Hobby... golf

